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Abstrat: Reommendation is a signi�ant paradigm for information exploring, whih

fouses on the reovery of items of potential interest to users. Some ativities tend to

be soial rather than individual, whih puts forward the need to o�er reommendations

to groups of users. Group reommender systems present a whole set of new hallenges

within the �eld of reommender systems. In this paper, we present a hybrid approah

based on group pro�ling for homogeneous and non-homogenous groups ontaining a

few distant individual pro�les among their members. This approah ombines three

familiar individual reommendation approahes: ollaborative �ltering, ontent-based

�ltering and demographi information. This hybrid approah allows the detetion of

those impliit similarities in the user rating pro�le, so as to inlude members with

divergent pro�les. We also desribe the promising results obtained when evaluating the

approah proposed in the movie and musi domain.
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1 Introdution

Reommender systems appeared beause of the need to provide assistane to

users of domains with a wide variety of potentially interesting items. These

systems identify items that math users' preferenes and needs. Reommen-

dation fouses on the reovery of items of potential interest to users, suh as

movies, musi, tours [Rodriguez et al., 2010, Noguera et al., 2012℄, among oth-

ers. There is extensive researh foused on satisfying individual users' needs

[Rii et al., 2011, Boratto and Carta, 2011℄. Highly sophistiated individual re-

ommender systems are able to interpret users' preferenes and provide reom-

mendations based on personalization tehniques. These systems implement sev-

eral approahes to generate suggestions, suh as ontent-based reommendation,

ollaborative �ltering or demographi information; some systems even ombined

these methods to result in hybrid tehniques [Shia�no and Amandi, 2009℄.

The ontent-based approah is based on the notion that eah user exhibits a

partiular behavior under a given set of irumstanes, and that suh behavior
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is repeated under similar situations. A ontent-based reommendation system

learns the users' pro�les observing the items lassi�ed as �interesting�, either ex-

pliitly or impliitly. On the other hand, ollaborative �ltering predits a user's

behavior by identifying similarities with other users. This tehnique ompares the

evaluations given by an ative user with those ones given by other users, to �nd

users with similar tastes, and generate suggestions derived from similar users'

evaluations. Finally, the �ltering tehniques based on demographi information

aim to ategorize the users aording to their personal information and generate

suggestions based on their demographi ategory. For example, attributes suh

as age, gender, eduation and loation ould be used in the lassi�ation pro-

ess. There are few purely demographi reommender systems due to the users'

unwillingness to share large amounts of personal data with the systems. Nowa-

days, with the exponential growth of soial networks the situation is hanging

to a wider perspetive, with users more on�dent to share personal information.

Ativities in online soial networks, suh as Faebook

1

or Twitter

2

, have

inreased exponentially and some reommender systems have used information

derived from these soial networks to generate more aurate reommendations.

For example, in [Pham et al., 2011℄ it is proposed a lustering approah that

is based in users' soial information to identify the neighborhood of the users.

In [Carrer-Neto et al., 2012℄ the authors propose a hybrid reommender system

based on knowledge and soial information, whih makes use of an ontology

to struture the semanti of the domain. Related approahes are proposed by

[Blano-Fernández et al., 2011℄, in whih it is onsidered that time in�uenes

the individual preferenes, and by [Ting et al., 2012℄ in whih the suggestions

are based on data from miro-blogs.

Within some domains, ativities tend to be soial, whih puts forward the

need of adaptation of the lassi reommender systems, sine the end user of

the suggestion is a group formed by individual users with partiular prefer-

enes. For example, domains suh as restaurants, TV programs, movies or musi

[Christensen and Shia�no, 2011℄, tend to be used more frequently by groups

rather than by individuals. Group reommendation expands reommender sys-

tems researh area, as the idea of generating a set of reommendations to satisfy

a group of users with possible ompeting interests is a signi�ant hallenge. In

[Jameson and Smyth, 2007℄ this hallenge is organized in terms of four sub-tasks

that ould be arried out by group reommenders: obtaining information about

users' preferenes, generating reommendations, explaining these reommenda-

tions and helping users to reah onsensus. Generating reommendations is the

sub-task that has onentrated most researhers' attention.

There are three basi approahes to generate group reommendations: merg-

1
http://www.faebook.om

2
http://www.twitter.om
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ing individual reommendations, aggregation of individuals' ratings, and on-

strution of a group pro�le. Some of the tehniques applied to aggregate individ-

uals' ratings are multipliation, maximizing average satisfation and minimizing

misery, among others. A omparative analysis of these tehniques has shown that

multipliation and maximizing satisfation are the most suessful to ahieve in-

dividual satisfation [Christensen and Shia�no, 2011℄.

This paper presents an approah to generate reommendations based on

group pro�ling for both homogeneous and heterogeneous groups. The proposed

tehnique ombines the best-known individual reommendation approahes, ol-

laborative and ontent-based �ltering, to detet impliit similarities within the

user rating pro�les and allow the inlusion of members with distintive and/or

on�iting preferenes (or �outliers

3

�). The heterogeneity of the group is ana-

lyzed to identify these outliers and to de�ne a homogenous subgroup with the

remaining members to reate a ore pro�le. The group pro�le will be enrihed

with outliers ' preferenes to allow the integration by onsidering the priniples

of the ontent-based �ltering. After this proess, the group ollaborative pro�le

is omposed by items provided by the individual pro�le with high ollaborative

similarity and also items belonging to members with low ollaborative similar-

ity (outliers) but high ontent-based similarity. The demographi information

of the members is then aggregated to reate the demographi group informa-

tion. Finally, we utilize ollaborative and demographi �ltering to generate the

suggestions for the group.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 desribes the hybrid

group pro�ling tehnique proposed in this work. In Setion 3 we desribe an

illustrative example of the group pro�ling proess. Setion 4 presents the experi-

mental results obtained when analyzing the tehnique. Setion 5 mentions some

related works. Finally, Setion 6 presents our onlusions and the future works.

2 Hybrid Group Pro�ling

Many existing tehniques to generate group reommendations are based only

on the rating-based ollaborative preferenes, i.e. the pro�le that ontains the

ratings given by users. To reate a list of reommended items for a group, these

tehniques estimate the rating for unevaluated items and aggregate these ratings

to obtain a single one that represents the whole group. In this ontext, the

insu�ient overlap between users' pro�les is a hindrane to make high quality

reommendations.

In group reommendation, the user pro�le is used to generate suggestions

based on the aggregation approah; this approah is limited to members' eval-

uations and fails to onsider a group pro�le that may be enrihed with several

3
We alled �outliers� to the members with distant pro�les from the rest of the group.
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harateristis, either by the domain as member, group or even subgroups of

users. Moreover, most researh on group reommendation has been developed

under the assumption that groups are homogeneous, i.e. group member pro�les

will have similar preferenes. The evaluations are arried out with homogeneous

groups for whih most aggregation preferenes tehniques aim at satisfying all

individual members. Upon the analysis of how groups are omposed, it ould be

observed that they may vary from formally established, long-term groups to �ad-

ho� olletions of individuals who use a system together on a partiular oasion

[Boratto and Carta, 2011℄. Furthermore, if the degree of group homogeneity de-

reases, the individual satisfation obtained from the suggestions generated by

any of the above tehniques an be expeted to deline for all group members.

The appliation of these tehniques is suessful in ahieving high levels of sat-

isfation for homogeneous groups, but hinders overall group satisfation in the

ase of heterogeneous groups.

Creating a group pro�le is the most suitable approah to model group's pref-

erenes regarding di�erent aspets. The group pro�le may inlude information

related to users' evaluations of items, as well as demographi information about

users, usability preferenes of the system, domain knowledge, among others. A

user pro�le may onsist of any information deemed relevant at the time of per-

sonalizing the system. The main hallenge of reating a group pro�le lies in

identifying the set of items that should be onsidered as preferenes of the group

as a whole. Considering that di�ulty, in this work we present a hybrid approah

to generate group reommendations based on group pro�ling that ontemplates

both homogeneous and non-homogeneous groups. This approah di�ers from

the existing approahes in that it aims at �nding impliit similarities between

the members' rating pro�les, ombining three individual reommendation teh-

niques: ollaborative �ltering, ontent-based �ltering and demographi informa-

tion. As shown in Fig. 1, the approah analyzes the degree of homogeneity of the

group by alulating the similarity among group members to identify the outliers

and the homogeneous subgroup. The inlusion of the outliers is done by using

a ontent-based �ltering tehnique. Considering that the outliers are members

with distint preferenes than the homogeneous subgroup, the approah inludes

them so that no preferene (of the homogeneous majority) is a�eted. Only those

items with a high total similarity to the items previously inluded in the ore

pro�le are onsidered to form the peripheral pro�le.

In order to formalize the de�nition of ore and peripheral pro�les we assume

a set of U users {1,...,Umax} and a set of I items {1,...,Imax}. Eq. (1) presents

a formal de�nition of a user pro�le Mu (u represents an individual user), whih

is a set of 2-tuple of an item i and an assignment of a rating ru,i to the item

i for the user u. In this ase, Iu represents the set of items that have a rating

assigned by the user u. In this work, the proposed approah spei�es a pro�le
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Figure 1: Flow to reate the group pro�le

Mg (represented by Eq. (2)) for a group g as a onjuntion of a ore pro�le

Mgc and a peripheral pro�le Mgp . The ore pro�le Mgc is determined by the

set of items Igc that represent preferenes in the subgroup members' pro�les

and the peripheral pro�le is determined by the set of items Igp deteted in the

outliers inlusion proess (whih is presented in detail in Setion 2.3). Eq. (3)

formalizes the group ore pro�le Mgc , whih is also represented by a set of 2-

tuple of an item i and an assignment of a rating rg,i to the item i for the group g.

The rating rg,i is an aggregated value (aggregation({ru,i})) alulated from the

individual ratings ru,i of all group members u. Similarly, Eq. (4) formalizes the

group peripheral pro�le Mgp , whih is represented by a set of 2-tuple of an item i

and an assignment of a rating rg,i to the item i for the group g. The rating rg,i is

also alulated by aggregating (aggregation({ru,i})) the individual ratings of all

group members. The methodology utilized to alulate this aggregation({ru,i})

for both pro�les (Mgc and Mgp) is presented in Setion 2.
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Mu = {< i, ru,i >: i ∈ Iu ∧ r ∈ R ∧ Iu ∈ I} (1)

Mg = Mgc

⋃

Mgp (2)

Mgc = {< i, rg,i >: i ∈ Igc ∧ rg,i = aggregation({ru,i}), ∀u ∈ g} (3)

Mgp = {< i, rg,i >: i ∈ Igp ∧ rg,i = aggregation({ru,i}), ∀u ∈ g} (4)

Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) desribe the sets of rated items for the ore pro�le (Igc )

and the peripheral pro�le (Igp), in whih S is the homogeneous subgroup, Is is

the set of rated items of this subgroup, O is the set of the outliers members,

Io is the set of rated items of the outliers members,

⋃

∀u∈S

(
⋃

∀u∈Iu

j) represents the

union of all the items j inluded in all the individual models Iu of the users

of the subgroup S,

⋃

∀u∈O

(
⋃

∀u∈Iu

j) represents the union of all the items j inluded

in all the individual models Iu of all users u that were lassi�ed as outliers O,

totalSimilarity(j, Igc) is the similarity between item j and the items inluded

in the ore pro�le and di is a similarity threshold (these topis will be further

developed in Setion 2.3). The set O is desribed by Eq. (7), whih establishes

that it is formed by all the users inluded in the group g who have more than m

neighbors (neighborsu,g) in the whole group (Setion 2.2 explains this in detail).

The value m is a threshold whih is set in the experimental phase (see Setions

4.2.1 and 4.3.1). Moreover, Eq. (8) formalizes the homogeneous subgroup whih

is formed by all the users of the group g who do not belong to the set O. To

sum up, these formalizations establish that the ore pro�le is formed by all the

items rated for subgroup members, and the peripheral pro�le is formed by only

those items from the outliers ' pro�les that are similar (onsidering the ontent

of the items) to the items inluded in the ore pro�le.

Igc = {i : i ∈ Is | Is ∈ I ∧ Is =
⋃

∀u∈S

(
⋃

∀u∈Iu

j)} (5)

Igp = {i : i ∈ Io | Io ∈ I ∧ Io =
⋃

∀u∈O

(
⋃

∀u∈Iu

j) ∧ totalSimilarity(j, Igc) ≥ di} (6)

O = {u : u ∈ g ∧ neighborsu,g < m} (7)

S = {u : u ∈ g ∧ u /∈ O} (8)
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Additionally, the demographi information is aggregated to omplete the

group pro�le. The methodology for aggregating individual demographi pro-

�les into a single group pro�le representing the demographi information of the

group depends on the information obtained by the reommender system. In this

ase, we utilize the age and the gender of the group members. The information

about the age is divided into a set of ranges of values representing all the possible

values of the dataset utilized and eah user belongs to a single range. For the

groups, the individuals' ages are aggregated by determining a single range that

inludes the age of the group majority. To obtain the gender that represents the

group, we onsider the predominant gender; i.e. the gender of the group majority.

Finally, the whole group pro�le is ontrasted with the ommunity user's pro�les

by applying ollaborative and demographi �ltering.

The following subsetions desribe the full proess to reate the group pro�le.

Sub-setion 2.1 presents di�erent ways to ombine individual tehniques and the

one used in this work. Sub-setion 2.2 exposes the proess to analyze the group's

homogeneity degree in order to detet the outliers members. Sub-setion 2.3

explains how the outliers are inluded in the �nal group pro�le. Moreover, sub-

setion 2.4 details the method to reate the group pro�le. Finally, sub-setion

2.5 desribes the proess to generate group reommendations.

2.1 Filtering Combinations

In the area of individual reommendation, several ways to ombine the �ltering

tehniques have been researhed. In [Burke, 2002℄ a survey of di�erent reom-

mendation tehniques was presented, in whih seven hybridization methods were

desribed: (1) Weighted: the sore of several tehniques are ombined to produe

a single reommendation; (2) Swithing: the system swithes between di�erent

tehniques; (3) Mixed: the system presents the reommendations generated by

di�erent tehniques; (4) Feature ombination: the features from di�erent re-

ommendation data soures are thrown together into a single reommendation

algorithm; (5) Casade: one reommender re�nes the reommendations given by

another; and (6) Feature augmentation: the output from one tehnique is used

as an input feature to another; and (7) Meta-level: The pro�le learned by one

reommender is used as input to another.

In a more abstrat desription we an identify three instanes that om-

prise these methods. Most ommonly, ollaborative �ltering is ombined with

some other tehniques, suh as ontent-based �ltering, ompensating eah other's

downsides. In the �rst ombination ontent-based �ltering proessed sequentially

after ollaborative �ltering. This ombination seeks to solve the �rst-rater prob-

lem, whih is assoiated with the ollaborative �ltering approah. The following

ombination analyzes the ontent-based user pro�les, and then applies ollabo-

rative �ltering tehniques to generate suggestions. Item desriptions and Feature
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Seletion should be onsidered when designing ontent-based systems. In both

ombinations, if unsatisfatory reommendations are submitted onto the next

stage their low-quality will naturally propagate onto the next stage, meaning

that the seond tehnique ould hardly generate high-quality reommendations.

Consequently, a parallel ombination might be more e�etive than a ombination

in series, as in the third ombination (whih analyzes pro�les merging both item

desriptions and ratings at the time of generating the �nal reommendations).

These hybrid approahes, whih ombine �ltering approahes in di�erent

ways, have been widely implemented in individual reommender systems. In

this work, we applied a asade ombination: �rstly, ratings and items' attributes

(ontent-based �ltering) are analyzed in parallel, and then, when the group pro-

�le is onsolidated, a ollaborative �ltering tehnique is applied in order to gen-

erate the group suggestions. We ombine three �ltering tehniques in order to

overome the drawbaks of eah tehnique by taking advantage of the bene�ts of

the others. Despite the fat that ollaborative �ltering is one of the most suess-

ful approahes [Su and Khoshgoftaar, 2009℄, as it reommends items based on

users' past preferenes, new users will need to rate a su�ient number of items

(old start problem) to reate a pro�le rih enough to be ompared to other

ommunity pro�les. In this work, we also onsidered the demographi �ltering

to support the ollaborative �ltering when the members have sparse (or none)

pro�les. Thereby, members with a low number of preferenes provide their de-

mographi information to detet neighbors with similar harateristis. On the

other hand, ontent-based �ltering is utilized to detet similarities between users'

pro�les that the outlier detetion tehnique fails to detet, i.e. the ontent of the

items is analyzed to inlude in the peripheral pro�le only those items that are

similar to the items previously inluded in the ore pro�le.

2.2 Outliers Detetion: Homogeneity Degree

As mentioned above, the proposed reommendation proess �rstly needs to de-

tet the members whose preferenes are distant from the rest. Hene, it is ne-

essary to alulate a ross-orrelation of group members. A on�dene fator is

inluded in the orrelation alulation. This fator is determined by the number

of overlapped items among user's pro�les. We applied this on�dene fator in

the alulations beause we think it is important to identify di�erent degrees of

similitude between eah pair of users. This similitude or ommonality is given

by the overlap between the users' pro�les, in other words the quality of the sim-

ilarity value depends on the number of ommon evaluations. However, in order

to reate the set of quali�ed user-neighbors we determined a minimum number

of overlapping. Eq. (9) alulates the orrelation between two users ui and uj ,

where Ov is the number of overlapping items, rmax is the maximum rating do-

main value (for example, in movie reommendations it ould be a range that
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varies between 1 to 5 stars, then rmax is 5), ri,x is the rating given by user i to

item x, and rj,x the rating given by user j to item x.

similarity(ui, uj) =
(Ov ∗ rmax)−

∑Ov
x=1 |ri,x − rj,x|

Ov ∗ rmax

(9)

We utilized an outlier detetion tehnique to identify members whose pro�les

ontain divergent preferenes. Spei�ally, we use a proximity-based tehnique

introdued by [Knorr and Ng, 1998℄: if the similarity values (given by Eq. (9))

between the target user and m of the k nearest neighbors (where m < k) lie

within a spei� distane threshold dm then the exemplar is deemed to lie in

a su�iently dense region of the data distribution to be lassi�ed as normal.

However, if there are less than m neighbors inside the distane threshold then

the exemplar is an outlier. In other words, if the similarity of a target user

with other member is higher than the threshold dm then they are onsidered as

neighbors; if the target user has more than m neighbors in the group, then the

target user is lassi�ed as normal, otherwise the user is an outlier. The value of

the threshold dm is alulated by analyzing the dataset utilized for evaluation,

whih is presented in Setion 4.

With those members that are not outliers we formed a homogeneous sub-

group to onstrut the ore group pro�le. One the homogeneous subgroup has

been formed, the ore pro�le is de�ned, i.e. the main harateristis of the mem-

bers belonging to this subgroup are identi�ed. The items inluded in the pro�les

of subgroup members beome part of the ore of the group pro�le.

2.3 Outliers Inlusion: Content-Based Filtering

In order to inlude the outliers and their preferenes in the group pro�le we

onsider the ontent of the items inluded in the members' pro�les. For this

purpose, the pro�le of eah outlier is analyzed and items that present higher

ontent similarity with the items added to the ore pro�le are inluded in the

peripheral group pro�le. The approah onsiders only those items (rated by the

outliers) whose total similarity with the whole set of items in the ore is higher

than a given threshold di. Eq. (10) desribes the total similarity, in whih Igc
is the set of items inluded in the ore pro�le. The threshold di is determined

by analyzing the dataset utilized for evaluation. In Setion 4 we desribe the

methodology applied to determine this value.

totalSimilarity(i, Igc) =

∑

∀j∈Igc
similarity(i, j)

|Igc |
(10)

Item orrelation is alulated with Eq. (11), where Na is the number of

attribute types, wx is the weight of the attribute type x, and f(Ax,i, Ax,j) is

the similarity between the attribute x for item i and the attribute x for item j.
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Type
Type of Attribute Similarity Measure

Date (Year) -Yn YYYY

(Difmax−|Y1−Y2|)
Difmax

String -Sn Known set of values (only one) S1 = S2?1 : 0

(String)* - S∗
n Known set of values (subset)

|S∗

1
∩S∗

2
|

S∗
max

Integer - In Numerial range of values

Imax−|I1−I2|
Imax

Table 1: Similarity measures for the attributes types

This similarity equation is determined by the type of attribute, for example, if

the attribute type is String then the similarity would be 1 whether it is exatly

the same string or 0 if it is not. Table 1 shows the similarity equations for

the di�erent attribute types: Date, for attributes that desribe years; String, for

attributes that represent a string holding only one value among several known;

(String)* for attributes that hold a subset of known values; and Integer, for

attributes that desribe a range of numeri values. The similarity equations

for these attributes types were normalized in order to be within the range [0,1℄.

These equations were adapted from the work presented by [Debnath et al., 2008℄.

similarity(ii, ij) =

Na
∑

x=1

wx ∗ f(Ax,i, Ax,j) (11)

In some domains there are attributes that require a speial proessing. For

example, the attribute title in movie domains ould be onsidered as a simple

String, but it would not be of major importane in the �nal equation of similarity,

sine this equation would ontribute with a similarity value only in the ase that

two movies have exatly the same title. In this work, we assumed that this type

of attributes (suh as title of a movie or a book) ould provide more information

if the text is analyzed. For that reason, the similarity between two attributes of

this type is obtained through text proessing tehniques, by removing the stop

words, as artiles, pronouns, prepositions and symbols (like �:�, or �-�), whih do

not provide any information to the ultimate meaning of the text.

The alulation of item ross-orrelation in the ore group pro�le and the

items assoiated to the outliers ' pro�les allows the inlusion of preferenes, not

visible a priori, in the user rating pro�le. These items are inluded to the group

pro�le with the proedure desribed in Setion 2.4.

The feature weighting proess utilized in this work is an adaptation of the

proess presented by [Debnath et al., 2008℄, in whih the weights are derived

from a set of linear regression equations. A soial network graph is reated to

re�et the users' riteria to determine the similarity between the items. The

evaluated items (I1, I2, ..., In) are the nodes and the weight of the edges is the

number of users that evaluate eah pair of items (#u{(Ii, Ij)}). The linear re-
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gression equations are derived from this soial network graph by equaling the

Eq. (11) to the weight of eah edge (see Eq. (12)).

w0 + w1 ∗ f(A1,i, A1,j) + ...+ wn ∗ f(An,i, An,j) = #u{(Ii, Ij)} (12)

2.4 Group Pro�ling

In this proedure, we applied the well-known rating matrix for individual ollab-

orative reommendations, whih represents the users' evaluations of the items

(in whih the intersetion between row i and olumn j ontains the evaluation

of user i for item j ). If the ell is empty, it means item j has not been evaluated

by user i. In partiular, the sub-matrix that inludes group members and the

items from both ore and peripheral pro�les are analyzed in this work.

The group pro�le is obtained by ombining two aggregation tehniques, whih

are desribed in [Jameson and Smyth, 2007℄: Maximizing Average Satisfation

and Ensuring Some Degree of Fairness. Applying these tehniques we obtain a

group evaluation Ri for eah item, whih is omposed of a onjuntion of the

group average and a penalty term that re�ets the amount of variation among the

predited ratings. We utilized a neighborhood tehnique (K-NN ) to �nd similar

users who rated the target item. The evaluation is derived from the weighted

average of the ratings given by neighbors.

This is represented by Eq. (13), in whihGm is the number of group members,

i is the item to be evaluated and σ is the standard deviation with a weight w

that re�ets the relative importane of fairness.

Ri =
1

Gm

∗

Gm
∑

j=1

ri,j − w ∗ σ({ri,j}) (13)

2.5 Generating Group Reommendations

Upon reating the group pro�le it is possible to generate reommendations with

a ollaborative �ltering tehnique, looking for users with similar pro�les to the

target group within the ommunity. The similarity among users is alulated

by analyzing the ollaborative similarity and the demographi similarity. The

similarity fator is omposed by the weighted sum of both ollaborative and

demographi similarity, as it is shown in Eq. (14), where α and β are the weights

for eah similarity (α >β and α+β=1).

similarity(g, uj) = α ∗ similarityc(g, uj) + β ∗ similarityd(g, uj) (14)

similarityd(ui, uj) = similarityage + similaritygender (15)
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The demographi similarity is de�ned by the users' age and gender (see Eq.

(15)). The similarity by age has a maximum value of 0.5 and it is alulated by

Eq. (16), where #rangemax is the number of the major range, #rangei is the

number of the range of the user i, #rangej is the number of the range of the

user j and the multipliation by 0.5 is to normalized the value. The similarity

by gender is simply 0.5 ( similaritygender = 0.5) if both have the same gender;

otherwise the demographi similarity would exlusively depend on the similarity

by age, i.e. similaritygender = 0.

similarityage(ui, uj) = (
#rangemax − |#rangei −#rangej |

#rangemax

) ∗ 0.5 (16)

The ollaborative similarity between the group pro�le and another user within

the ommunity is alulated using a variant of Eq. (9) presented in Setion 2.2,

whih onsiders the overlap between the two pro�les.

The group predition is obtained onsidering the nearest neighbors and Eq.

(17), whih was adapted to group reommendations and where g is the target

group, i is the item to reeive an estimated evaluation, k is the number of

neighbors, rj,i is the evaluation given by the neighboring user j for the item i,

and similarity(g, uj) is the orrelation between a group and a neighboring user.

prediction(g, i) =

∑k
j=1 rj,i ∗ similarity(g, uj)

k
(17)

The reommendation proess onludes with the estimations for eah andi-

date item, suggesting those items with highest estimations. The reommended

items would be presented as an ordered list from highest to lower estimated

values; i.e. the top-n andidates items. Algorithm 1 presents a pseudo-ode of

the main methods of the approah. This ombination is performed, �rstly, when

the group pro�le is reated by applying the ontent-based �ltering in order to

detet the items with similar ontent to those ones inluded in the ore pro�le,

and, seondly, when the group reommendations are generated by onsidering a

hybrid similarity alulation for the detetion of the neighbors in the ommu-

nity of users, whih ombines ollaborative �ltering and demographi �ltering

approahes.

3 An Illustrative Example

In order to larify the proess previously desribed, in this setion we present

a simple and illustrative example reated for a group with 3 members whose

preferenes are shown in Table 2.

As an initial step, to detet the outliers we need to alulate the ross-

orrelation among all group members. Table 3 presents the users orrelation
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-ode of the proposed approah's main methods

//Core p r o f i l e

f o r eah member m i n subgroup s

f o r eah i tem i i n the p r o f i l e o f m

o r e <− i

// P e r i p h e r a l p r o f i l e ( O u t l i e r I n  l u s i o n )

f o r eah member o u t l i e r o

f o r eah i tem i i n the p r o f i l e o f s

i f i i s Content−Based F i l t e r e d

p e r i p h e r a l <− i

// P r o f i l i n g group

p r o f i l e = o r e U p e r i p h e r a l

// Es t imate r a t i n g s f o r the group p r o f i l e

f o r eah i tem i i n the p r o f i l e

r = e s t ima t e r a t i n g f o r i

p r o f i l e <− ( i , r )

// Generate reommendat ions

f o r eah  and i d a t e i tem 

n = get n e i g hbo r s o f group g //CB and DF s i m i l a r i t y

e s t im a t i o n <− ave rage o f the r a t i n g s o f n

reommendat ion <−  and i d a t e s i t ems wi th h i g h e s t e s t im a t i o n

Movie r1,x

Avatar (A) 5

Titani (B) 2

The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (C) 5

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest (D) 4

Toy Story 3 (E) 3

Alie in Wonderland (F) 4

(a) u1's pro�le

Movie r2,x

C 4

D 2

E 5

F 4

Harry Potter and the Order of

the Phoenix (G)

3

The Lord of the Rings: The

Two Towers (H)

5

(b) u2's pro�le

Movie r3,x

A 1

B 5

G 5

H 1

Star Wars: Episode I - The

Phantom Menae (I)

3

Harry Potter and the Goblet of

Fire (J)

5

() u3's pro�le

Table 2: An example of users' pro�les
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u1 u2 u3 #N

u1 - 0.75 0.3 1

u2 0.75 - 0.4 1

u3 0.3 0.4 - 0

Table 3: An example of ollaborative similarity matrix

Movie A B C D E F G H

u1 5 2 5 4 3 4 - -

u2 - - 4 2 5 4 3 5

Table 4: Example of ore pro�le

matrix, whih ontains the similarity between eah pair of members and the

number of neighbors (N ) for eah partiular member. These values were al-

ulated by applying the user orrelation alulation (see Eq. (9)). Assuming a

threshold value dm = 0.6 and m = 0.33 (at least one neighbor) to determine the

users' neighborhood, we obtained that member u3 is an outlier for this partiular

group. Therefore, the homogeneous subgroup inludes members u1and u2.

Table 4 shows the sub-matrix formed by the items from the members' pro-

�les of the homogeneous subgroup (ore pro�le), with the real values for eah

member. Then, we need to alulate the ross-orrelation among all the items

inluded in the ore pro�le and those inluded in the outliers' pro�les. Table 5

presents an example of the similarity alulation between two items by analyzing

the orrelation value f(Ax,i, Ax,j) for eah partiular attribute type, aording

to the equations presented in Table 1. To simplify this example, we only foused

on the following movie attributes: release date (year), ators and genre; and we

determined for eah of them the relevane weight (wx) as follow: wgenre = 0.5,

wactor = 0.2 and wreleaseDate = 0.3. Table 6 shows the orrelation values be-

tween the items inluded in the ore pro�le and the items belonging to the outlier

member. In this ase, if we onsider a threshold di = 0.5, we inlude into the

group pro�le only the movie �Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire�.

Finally, we reate the group pro�le with the seleted items by alulating the

group estimations. Table 7 shows the group pro�le with the aggregation (group

rating) values for eah item of the pro�le.

With this proess we �nally obtain a group ollaborative pro�le, in whih

we inluded items provided by the individual pro�les with high ollaborative

similarity and also items belonging to members with low ollaborative similarity

but high ontent-based similarity. To generate preditions for the group as a

whole, this group pro�le will be onsidered in onjuntion with the demographi

information, as mentioned in Setion 2.5.
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Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead

Man's Chest

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's

End

f(Ax,i, Ax,j)

2006 2007
0.98

Johnny Depp | Orlando Bloom |

Keira Knightley | Bill Nighy |

Stellan Skarsgard | Alex Norton

Johnny Depp | Orlando Bloom |

Keira Knightley | Geo�rey Rush |

Bill Nighy | Chow Yun-Fat | Stellan

Skarsgard | Christopher S. Capp

0.62

Ation| Adventure| Fantasy Ation| Adventure| Fantasy
1

Table 5: Example of ontent-based similarity

Peripheral profile

C

o

r

e

p

r

o

f

i

l

e

I J

A 0.56 0.53

B 0.41 0.28

C 0.53 0.41

D 0.63 0.60

E 0.21 0.34

F 0.37 0.68

G 0.44 0.95

H 0.73 0.56

Total

Similarity

0.49 0.54

Table 6: Example of outliers inlusion

4 Experimental Results

We arried out four di�erent experiments within the movie and musi domain

to evaluate the preision of the approah. In the �rst experiment of eah domain

(see Setion 4.2.2 and Setion 4.3.2) we analyzed the predition for how eah

member of the group g would rate a subset of items for whih the real individual

evaluation is known, measuring the individual satisfation related to the group

satisfation. Then, in the seond experiment in the movie domain (see Setion

4.2.3) we analyzed the predition for how the group g would rate a subset of

items for whih the real evaluation of the group is known, measuring the group

satisfation. Finally, the seond experiment in the musi domain (see Setion

4.3.3) analyzes the auray of the approah by varying the group' heterogeneity

degree.

We utilized the error metris most often used in the reommendation litera-

ture: mean absolute error (MAE - Eq. (18)) and root mean squared error (RMSE
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Movie A B C D E F G H J

u1 5 2 5 4 3 4 - - -

u2 - - 4 2 5 4 3 5 -

u3 1 5 - - - - 5 1 5

rg,x 2.8 3.35 4.45 2.9 3.9 4 3.9 2.8 5

Table 7: Example of group pro�le

- Eq. (19)). Given a test set τ of user-item pairs (u,i) with ratings ru,i, and the

predited ratings ¯ru,i, MAE and RMSE determine the error distane between

the estimated rating and the real one. RMSE penalizes large errors more severely

than MAE. Sine our numerial rating sale gives ratings over the range [1,5℄,

we normalized to express errors as perentages of full sale: Normalized MAE

(NMAE) and Normalized RMSE (NRMSE).

MAE =
1

|τ |

∑

(u,i)ǫτ

| ¯ru,i − ru,i| (18)

RMSE =

√

√

√

√

1

|τ |

∑

(u,i)ǫτ

(r̄u,i − ru,i)2 (19)

All the experiments ompare the error produed by our hybrid approah with

two well-known aggregation tehniques: maximizing average satisfation and en-

suring some degree of fairness. The goal of maximizing average satisfation an

be ahieved by an aggregation funtion that omputes some sort of average of

the predited satisfation of eah member. On the other hand, the goal of en-

suring fairness is to satisfy everyone just about equally well and is in general

ombined with some other goal. For example, it ould be ombined with max-

imizing average satisfation with a penalizing term that re�ets the amount of

variation among the predited ratings (see Eq. (13)).

4.1 Datasets

The "Yahoo! Websope� Program" is a referene library of sienti�ally useful

datasets for non-ommerial use by aademis and other sientists. We utilized

the data generated by Yahoo! Movies [Yahoo! Aademi Relations, 2006℄ and

Yahoo! Musi [Yahoo! Aademi Relations, 2003℄. In the Yahoo! Movies Dataset,

the training data ontains 7,642 users, 11,915 movies, and 211,231 ratings. The

test data ontains 2,309 users, 2,380 items, and 10,136 ratings. Besides this, the

dataset provides omplete movie desriptive ontent information (29 �elds per

movie). We foused on 7 of them: title, running time, release date, genres, dire-

tors, rews and ators. Moreover, the Yahoo! Musi Dataset ontains over 717
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million ratings of 136 thousand songs given by 1.8 million users of Yahoo! Musi

servies. Eah song in the dataset is aompanied by artist, album, and genre

attributes. In this ase, the Yahoo! Musi Dataset does not provide demographi

information about users.

In order to analyze the group satisfation in the movie domain, we used

the group feedbak obtained from a set of 44 System Engineering students at

UNCPBA

4

. The students were organized in 9 groups with di�erent sizes (between

3 and 6 users per group). Eah group would hoose a subset of items, whih were

used in the seond experiment as a real evaluation, whih allows us to ompare

with the evaluation predited for our approah. These pro�les were inluded as

part of the Yahoo! Dataset

5

.

4.2 Experiments in the Movie Domain

We arried out two experiments in the movie domain to analyze the individual

and the group predition error when group reommendations are generated with

the hybrid approah. We analyzed the error values obtained with the hybrid

approah and the aggregation tehniques.

4.2.1 Experimental Settings

The experiments were arried out under a set of assumptions derived diretly

from the proedure proposed. Firstly, the omputation proess to obtain the

demographi similarity between two users suggests the neessity of sorting out

the users' ages in ranges. For the experiments, the users' age was divided in six

di�erent ranges: 1) 15 to 24 years old, 2) 25 to 34 years old, 3) 35 to 49 years

old, 4) 50 to 64 years old, 5) 65 to 74 years old; and 6) 75 years old or more.

Moreover, the approah applies a neighborhood tehnique, whih requires the

de�nition of the maximum number k of neighbors used for estimation. In the ex-

periments below, we onsidered k=60, as it is suggested by [Herloker et al., 2002℄.

Besides, the outlier detetion proess is sensitive to the use of the thresh-

olds of minimum distane dm between two members to be neighbors and the

minimum number m of neighbor members to determine the homogeneous sub-

group (if a group member has fewer neighbors than the threshold then it is an

outlier). In that ase, we onsidered that the minimum distane dm is depen-

dent on the domain and data. In statistis, a distane value within the range

[mediasu − θsu ;mediasu + θsu ℄ is onsidered as �normal �. A value below that

4
http://www.unien.edu.ar

5
Dataset's users domain data and the student pro�les used

to form the groups in all the experiments, are available at:

http://users.exa.unien.edu.ar/~ihriste/projets_en.html
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range is onsidered "outlier". Therefore, we alulated the mean and the stan-

dard deviation (θdm
) of the distanes among all users. We analyzed the ross-

orrelations among users in the Yahoo! Movie Dataset and we obtained a thresh-

old dm = 0.6. After identifying the value of dm, we tested the approah by varying

the minimum perentage of neighbor members to determine that m representing

a 21% have shown aeptable results identifying outliers. Then, we needed to

selet a value for the threshold di that determines the minimum distane be-

tween two items for the proess to inlude outliers. As for the distane between

members, we onsidered the distane values between items within the range

[mediasi − θsi ;mediasi + θsi ℄ as �normal �. Hene, we alulated the mean and

the standard deviation (θdi
) of the distanes among all items and we obtained

a value di = 0.28.

The aggregation tehnique used to estimate the evaluation for the items in the

group pro�le depends on a weight w that represents the relevane of the standard

deviation. If we hoose a high value for w, we may obtain a reommendation that

makes everyone equally miserable. Beause of that, we pik w=0.1 to give ertain

relevane to the fairness, but not too muh.

The approah proposes a methodology to inlude the outliers, onsidering the

ontent of the items by weighting the attributes. The weights used in the exper-

iments were empirially evaluated by applying the featuring weighting proess

presented in the Setion 2.3. We de�ned these weights as follows: wtitle = 0.121,

wreleaseDate = 0.008, wrunningTime = 0.39, wgenres = 0.42, wdirectors = 0.01,

wcrews = 0.001 and wactors = 0.05,

4.2.2 Experiment 1 - Individual Satisfation Analysis

The �rst experiment aims to analyze the NMAE and NRMSE values, fousing on

the individual users (not group). In order to ahieve this, we reated 10 groups

with a total of 38 users from the Yahoo! Dataset and we reommended a set

of items inluded on the test dataset for eah group. The groups were formed

with 3, 4, 5 or 6 users with at least one outlier. We omputed the NMAE for

eah member of the groups, measuring the predition error for the individual

members against the group as a whole. With this experiment we expeted to

analyze the e�etiveness of the tehnique when it predits ratings for the group

by omparing with the real rating given by eah individual member, espeially,

outliers members. We ompared the results obtained by our approah with the

results obtained by the aggregation approah.

Fig. 2 shows the NMAE and NRMSE values obtained for eah of the 38 users

by our approah in omparison with the aggregation tehniques: maximizing

average satisfation (MAS) and ensuring fairness (EF). As shown in this �gure,

most of the values obtained by running the hybrid approah (represented by
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(a) NMAE

(b) NRMSE

Figure 2: Experiment 1 (movie domain): Individual analysis

diamonds) are lower than the values obtained with the aggregation tehniques

(squares for MAS, and triangles for EF).

4.2.3 Experiment 2 - Group Satisfation Analysis

This experiment aims to analyze the NMAE and NRMSE values of the ap-

proah presented in this work in omparison with two well-known aggregation

tehniques for group reommendation. With this purpose, we analyzed the feed-

bak obtained from a set of 44 System Engineering students at UNCPBA. As a

requirement of an Arti�ial Intelligent ourse they had to implement a simple

aggregation tehnique and ompare the results with a subset of items from Ya-

hoo! Dataset that they would hoose as a group. This subset was used in this

experiment as a real evaluation by eah group, whih allows us to ompare with

the evaluation predited for our approah. The students were organized in 9

groups with di�erent sizes (between 3 and 6 users per group). On average, eah

student evaluated 20 movies. These pro�les were inluded as part of the training

Yahoo! Dataset, and the users' pro�les inluded in this dataset were onsidered
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(a) NMAE

(b) NRMSE

Figure 3: Experiment 2 (movie domain): Group Analysis

as ommunity users' pro�les in ollaborative tehniques. The feedbak from the

students was inluded in the test Yahoo! Dataset for the evaluation.

Fig. 3 shows the NMAE and NRMSE values obtained for eah group of

users by the three di�erent tehniques: maximizing average satisfation (MAS),

ensuring fairness (EF) and the hybrid approah proposed.

4.3 Experiments in the Musi Domain

We arried out two experiments in the musi domain to analyze the individual

predition error and the impat of varying the amount of outliers when group

reommendations are generated by utilizing the hybrid approah. We analyzed

the error values obtained by the hybrid approah and the aggregation tehniques.

4.3.1 Experimental Settings

The experiments were arried out on the musi domain under a set of assump-

tions derived from the proedure proposed. Firstly, we ould not onsider the

demographi similarity in these experiments sine the Yahoo! Musi Dataset

does not provide demographi information about users.

As in the experiments on the movie domain, for the neighborhood teh-

nique, whih requires the de�nition of the maximum number k of neighbors,
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we onsidered k=60. The threshold dm = 0.45 was obtained as for the movie

domain, onsidering the average and the standard deviation. After identifying

this threshold, we tested the approah by varying the minimum perentage of

neighbor members to determine that m representing a 36% have shown aept-

able results identifying outliers. Then, the threshold di was de�ned as di = 0.13

by analyzing the Yahoo! Musi Dataset. In the estimation proess we onsidered

a value w=0.1 for the penalization in the aggregation tehnique.

Finally, the weights of the attributes were obtained onsidering the feature

weighting proess presented in Setion 2.3. We de�ned them as follows: walbum =

0.36, wartist = 0.04 and wgenres = 0.6.

4.3.2 Experiment 3 - Individual Satisfation Analysis

This experiment aims to analyze the NMAE and NRMSE values, fousing on the

individual members of the groups. In order to ahieve this, we reated 32 groups

with a total of 330 users from the Yahoo! Dataset and we reommended a set of

items inluded on the test dataset for eah group. The groups were formed with

3 to 55 users with at least one outlier. We omputed the NMAE and NRMSE

for eah member of the groups, measuring individual predition error. With this

experiment we expeted to analyze the e�etiveness of the approah when it

predits ratings for groups by analyzing the real ratings given by eah individual

member, espeially, by outliers members. We ompared the results obtained by

our approah with the results obtained by the aggregation approah.

Fig. 2 shows the NMAE and NRMSE values obtained for eah of the 32

groups by our approah in omparison with the aggregation tehniques: maxi-

mizing average satisfation (MAS) and ensuring fairness (EF). As shown in this

�gure, most of the values obtained by running the hybrid approah (represented

by diamonds) are lower than the values obtained with the aggregation tehniques

(squares for MAS, and triangles for EF).

4.3.3 Experiment 4 - Varying the Amount of Outliers

This experiment aims to analyze the auray of the approah by fousing in the

variation on the group's heterogeneity degree. Therefore, we onsidered 9 groups

with di�erent number of members and, partiularly, we observed the perentage

of outliers of eah group. Thus, it is analyzed the impat of the heterogeneity

degree variation in the group satisfation. Sine the di�ulties of the genera-

tion of reommendations to large groups ould indistintly impat on members'

satisfation we onsidered groups with a similar amount of members. Table 8

summarizes the main harateristis of the groups analyzed in this experiment.

Fig. 5 shows the NMAE and NRMSE values obtained for eah of the 10

groups by our approah in omparison with the aggregation tehniques: maxi-

mizing average satisfation (MAS) and ensuring fairness (EF).
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(a) NMAE

(b) NRMSE

Figure 4: Experiment 3 (musi domain): Individual Analysis

#Group
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

#Members
10 6 4 3 5 6 7 5 5

#Average of preferenes
132 75 131 114 78 106 110 76 330

%Outliers
10 17 25 33 40 50 57 60 80

Table 8: Groups' harateristis for the experiment 4 (musi domain)

4.4 Disussion and Analysis

In order to analyze the e�etiveness of our approah we onsidered as base-

line two of the most known and frequently-used tehniques designed to generate

group reommendations: maximizing average satisfation and ensuring some de-

gree of fairness. Despite the fat that these tehniques are simple aggregation

tehniques, they are onsidered the ornerstones of group reommendation re-

searh area sine they were the �rst approahes to solve the hange of paradigm

from an individual to a group of users. We ompared the predition values gen-

erated for di�erent items using these two aggregation tehniques and our hybrid

approah. Auray results are summarized in Table 9. This table is organized
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(a) NMAE

(b) NRMSE

Figure 5: Experiment 4 (musi domain): Varying the amount of outliers

onsidering the di�erent perspetives of the analysis onduted during the ex-

periments. We summarized the error values (NMAE and NRMSE) obtained

for eah tehnique by analyzing the group satisfation (experiment 2), the in-

dividual satisfation (experiments 1 y 3) and, �nally, the outliers' satisfation

(experiments 1, 2 y 3). These error values (NMAE and NRMSE ) indiate that

predited ratings values will be within roughly 31% of the true ratings values for

eah algorithm. In all ases our approah improved the results of the two other

aggregation tehniques.

The results obtained in the experiments that analyze individual and group

satisfation show that the hybrid approah was more aurate at making reom-

mendations than the other aggregation tehniques, either satisfying the group

as a whole or eah individual member (inluding outliers). Furthermore, experi-

ment 2 shows that, ful�lling our main initial requirement, our approah inludes

the members whose pro�les are distant improving the results obtained with ag-

gregation tehniques, whih fous on satisfying only the majority homogeneous.

In experiment 4 we analyzed the impat of varying the number of outliers on

the satisfation of eah group member. As we expeted, in this experiment the

individual satisfation for the hybrid approah dereases as the number of out-
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Hybrid EF MAS

Group Satisfation

NMAE
0.17 0.3 0.28

NRMSE
0.2 0.31 0.29

Individual Satisfation

NMAE
0.22 0.26 0.26

NRMSE
0.24 0.29 0.29

Outliers ' Satisfation

NMAE
0.23 0.28 0.28

NRMSE
0.21 0.29 0.29

Table 9: Summarized results for experiments 1, 2 and 3

liers inreases, i.e. the error di�erene between the hybrid approah and the

aggregation tehniques is redued.

5 Related Works

Some aggregation tehniques have been utilized in individual reommender sys-

tems to adapt their results to the requirements of group reommendation. As

regards to the approah used, there are even more possible methods for the on-

strution of group pro�les than for the aggregation of individual ratings, sine

group pro�les an take many di�erent forms [Jameson and Smyth, 2007℄. For

example, [Kim et al., 2010℄ present a method to generate group reommenda-

tions that onsists of two phases. The �rst phase inludes a �ltering method

based on the group pro�le, so as to satisfy most members. The seond phase

inludes a �ltering method based on individual pro�les, so as to redue the num-

ber of unsatis�ed members. Another example of this approah is desribed by

[Garia et al., 2011℄, in whih a tourist web-based reommender system is pre-

sented; this system, named e-Tourism, also provides reommendations to groups

of users by applying aggregations tehniques. Furthermore, [Garia et al., 2012℄

desribe a domain-independent group reommender system that an be used

with any ontology-based appliation domain as well as with several group pro�l-

ing strategies. In [Senot et al., 2010℄ the authors present a preliminary evaluation

made on a real large-sale dataset of TV viewings, showing how group interests

an be predited by ombining individual user pro�les through an appropriate

strategy.

Most of the systems mentioned above use tehniques to generate group re-

ommendations that are based only on members' given ratings and fail to onsider

a group pro�le that may be enrihed with several harateristis, either by the
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domain, as member, group or even subgroups of users. Moreover, even if the

tehnique is based on the approah that de�nes a group pro�le, all of them

have been developed under the assumption that groups are homogeneous, i.e.

their pro�les will have similar preferenes. The evaluations are arried out with

homogeneous groups for whih most aggregation preferenes tehniques aim at

satisfying all individual members. In this work a hybrid approah is presented,

whih onsiders rating, item-ontent and demographi information to generate

reommendation for homogeneous and heterogeneous groups.

6 Conlusions and Future Works

In this paper, we have desribed a new approah for group pro�ling, whih

ombines ollaborative �ltering, ontent-based �ltering and demographi infor-

mation to reommend items to group of users. This ombination of tehniques

is exploited so as to inlude those members whose pro�les are distant from

the rest of the members. The results obtained when evaluating the approah

demonstrated that the ombination of the three approahes and the onsider-

ation of the outliers in the group pro�le overomes the results obtained with

the well-known aggregation tehniques, sine we provide an alternative to make

reommendations for a group ontaining a few distant individual pro�les among

their members. Besides, with the ombination of the most popular �ltering teh-

niques we provide an approah that suggests items both when no information

about previous evaluations is available and when no similar users an be found.

In addition, the preision of the reommendations made was higher for the hy-

brid tehnique than with eah aggregation tehnique. However, it is important

to mention that the approah proposed requires a greater e�ort by developers

and designers of group reommender systems, than the simple aggregation teh-

niques. Also, the experiment that analyzed the auray of the approah by

fousing in the variation on the heterogeneity degree of the groups showed that

the approah generate more aurate preditions when the amount of outliers in

the group does not exeed 80% of the group. Besides, the various tasks involved

in the approah, suh as outlier detetion proess, onstrution of a ore pro-

�le, feature weighting proess, among others, demand time/resoures that derive

in an higher omputational ost. As future work, we are planning to onsider

evaluating this approah in another domain, suh as reommendation of tourist

attrations.
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